
THE ROMANCE BOX



Parisian chocolatiers Le Chocolat des Français create handmade,
organic and artisan chocolate bars made from Ecuadorian and Peruvian
beans. Each bar is wrapped in beautiful packaging celebrating the work
of Parisian artists, illustrators and graphic designers. This 41% milk
chocolate features artwork by Maud Begon and is a creamy, milky and
smooth bar that melts in your mouth. One day, when city breaks are
allowed again, we'll be visiting their boutique in central Paris to try the
whole range - in the meantime though you can find them in Liberty and
other independent shops.

This set of five hydrogel eye pads by Eclat Skin London are infused
with Paeonia Albiflora floral extract and Rhodiola Rosea root
extract to hydrate and nourish the under eye area. Apply the pads
with the narrower end towards the middle of your face and relax
for 10-15 minutes. The coolness of the pads reduces puffiness
while the antioxidants and moisturising ingredients smooth fine
dehydration lines, leaving your eyes refreshed, awakened and
ready for flirting!

Yes Paper Goods is a new greeting card brand founded by
Joanne just a year ago. This set of four cards features gold
foiled French phrases printed on sustainable FSC card with
gold envelope seals and recyclable packaging. Sending a card
is the ideal way to reach out to a friend at the moment:
choose from 'Merci!' in two colours to send a thank you, 'Tres
Bon!' for something more general and - perhaps a little
optimistic at the moment! - 'Bon Voyage!' for someone
heading on a trip.

February is the month of love and, if this past year has shown us anything, it's that love comes in
many forms. It's reminded us that our lives can be filled with love not just from our partners, but
from our friends, neighbours and communities both on- and offline. This month we want you to
romance the people in your life who are special to you, including yourself. Send a card to a friend
you haven't seen throughout lockdown, just to let them know you miss them, with your set from
Yes Paper Goods. As Paris is the city of love, we've continued the French theme with beautifully
illustrated chocolate by Le Chocolat des Français. Finally, if you're looking for romance of the
more literal kind, your eyes are key when it comes to flirting (especially when the rest of your face
is covered with a mask!), so Eclat Skin London's eye pads will get them looking their very best.

THE ROMANCE BOX

Yes Paper Goods Set of Four Cards 

Eclat Skin London Set of Five Rose Blossom Glow Eye Pads

Le Chocolat des Français 41% Milk Chocolate


